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TECHNICALNOTE 3946
DITCHING INVESTIGATIONS OF DYNAMIC MODELS AND EFTECTS
OF DESIGN PARAMETERS ON DITCHING CHARACTERISTICS
By Lloyd J. Fisher and Edward L. Hofflnan
SUMMARY
Data from ditching investigations conducted at the Lemgley Aeronau-
tical Laboratory with dynsmic stale models of various airplanes are pre-
sented in the form of tebles. The effects of design parameters on the
ditching characteristics of airplanes, based on scale-model investigations
and on reports of full-scale ditchings, sre discussed. Vsrious ditching
aids
.
*
will
sre also discussed as a mesms of improving ditching behavior.
INTRODUCTION
The designers of an airplane have control over many factors that
affect the chsnces of survivsl of the occupants of the airplane in
a ditching. Since a considerable variation in ditching behavior is found
in airplane designs that have similsz performance in the air, it is evi-
dently possible to choose values of design parameters that will give some
measure of ditching safety without appreciable sacrifice of aerodynamic
properties. Therefore, avail~le ditching data are presented and evalu-
ated herein in order to assist the designer and the operator in making
preliminary ditching evaluations of airplanes by comparison with similar
configurations or by the study of various design psmmeters. This infor-
mation is based on data from scale-model investigations conducted at the
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory and from actual full-scale ditchings.
The data from ditching investigations with scsle models are presented in
the form of tables.
Scale-model investigations can give information regarding the motions
of an airplane when ditched but data regsrding the sbility of personnel
to withstsmd the motions, and wibsequently to escape from the sinking
airplane, must be obtained from other sources.
l~~st Ofthe iflomtion presented h.erefi was ~re~ously IUade S,VS,fl-b
able to the U. S. Military Air Services and the Civil Aeronautics
AdministrateiOII.
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A3’PARATUSAND PROCEDURE
The investigations of the ditching characteristicsof airplanes were
conducted in Langley tank no. 2 with dynsmic scale models. Dsmsge which
was likely to occur in a full-scale ditching was simulated in the models
either by the removal of parts, by the installation of simulated crumpled
sections, by the installation of scale-strength sections or aluminum-
foil coverings which failed during the test, or by a conhination of these
methods. The models were launched either from the towing carriage or
from the monorail so that they were free to glide onto the water at the
desired landing attitude and speed. The control surfaces were set in
such a manner that the model did not yaw or change attitude appreciably
in flight. Landing attitude was measured between the longitudinal sxis
of the airplane and the smooth-water surface.
The behavi,orof the models was recorded from visual obse~ations
and from motion pictures of the tests. Average decelerationswere derived
from the landing speeds and lengths of’run. Maximum longitudinal decel-
erations were measured with an accelerometer installed nesr the cockpit.
Various accelerometerswere used that had natural frequencies of about
20 to 70 cycles per second and all were damped to shout 65 percent of
the critical damping value. The reading accuracy of the least accurate
instrument was shout **g.
RXSUL!R3AND DISCUSSION
The results of the model-ditching investigations are shown in tables
1 to 37. The information in these tables is based on calm-water landing
tests. In rough-water landings made psral.lelto waves or swells, the seine
general type of perfomnance shouldbe obtained. In landings made per-
pendicular to waves, however, more damage and more violent motions may
occur, depending on the choice of ditching $ite and the size and portion
of the wave contacted.
Effects of Design Psmmeters
Wing.- From-a ditching standpoint, the vertical
with respect to the fuselage is a comprmnlsebetween
enough to provide buoyancy to help keep the airplane
location of the wing
having the wing low
afloat after ditching
and having the wing high enough so that the leading flaps and engine –
installations (discussed further under “Fla@” and under “Engine instal-
lation”) do not seriously impair ditching behavior. It .isgenerally
considered that the most favorable position of the wing is slightly shove
the bottom of the fuselage or in a low midwing positioq.
v
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The thiclmess and size.of the wings had>ittle effect on ditching
behavior other than the obvious effect on buoyancy. Sweptback and delta
wings had little hydrodynamic influence on ditching but they did have
aerodynamic influence on handling and landing characteristics. The flying
wing appeared to have reasonably good ditching characteristicsbut it
was very susceptible to dsmage slthough no violent motions occurred. —
!232s”- The landing flaps had a noticeable hydrodynamic effect on
about 5 percent of the models investigated. For most of the models there
was only a slight nose-down moment observed, and in no test was a flaps-up
condition preferable. For certain models (as example, table 16), a flaps-
down condition caused diving, but with the flaps retracted and with the
corresponding increase in speed the dsmage and deceleration were even
more severe than in the dives. It is therefore preferable to have flaps
down in a ditchfng in order to obtain a low forward speed and thus to
decrease fuselage -e; however, the flaps shouldbe weak enough to
fail before producing an undesirable diving moment. For airplanes having .
very low wings, the manner in which the flaps failed, that is, whether
they were completely torn from the wing or whether the linkage failed
and left the flaps free to rotate toward a neutral position, had m effect
on the results. In table 28 it is noted that a flerpwhich merely rotated
toward a neutral position was occasionally detrimental.
Engine installation.- Reciprocating engines have caused differences
in airplane ditching behavior because of the location of the nacelle.
When placed low on an airplsne, the engine nacelle acts as a “water brake”
and increases decelerations; therefore, it is generally desirable to place
the engine well above the level of the botton of the fuselage.
Jet engines mounted on the wing (table 11) or turbopropeller engines
nounted similarly will have about the same effect as a reciprocating-
=%%ine nacelle =cept that they MS-Ybe stiler ~d have less water resist-
ance. Pusher-propeller engines installed on the wing (table 10) also
may have low water resistance.
Jet engines have brought about a design freedom in engine location
because propeller clesrance is no longer a factor. Jet engines installed
at the wing root, on struts, under the fuselage, and on the side of the
fuselage have been investigated in model-ditching tests. In general,
the wing-root nacelles have very little effect on dynsmic behavior and
will have little influence on structural dsmage. The strut-mounted
nacelles (tables 12 &d 26) will probably be torn off in a ditching but
will have little effect on dynamic behavior. With engine nacelles mounted
under the fuselsge, various effects can be expected, depending on the
ri~idity and the fore and aft location of the installation. If the
engines are too far aft, a dive may be produced. A forward location may
cause porpoising, but generally an intermediate position can be found
that will produce a smooth run. Side-mounted engine nacelles will
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probably require the horizontal tail to be.mounted high on the vertical.
tail. Generally, with a high tail the resrpart of the fuselage runs’-
deeply in the water and the nacelles cause-considerablespray and dr~
as they enter the water. If’the nacelles teer away during a ditching,
extensive structural damage may result =d..possibl.ythe aft portion of
the fuselage will be torn away. Fighter airplaues usually have jet
engines located within the fuselagej therefore, the location of the air
intake is the most important feature of su-& inst&ilations. The inlets
may cause detrimentalbehavior when a ditching is made at a low enough
attitude to get them into the water at high speeds (see table 23).
Usually, however, an airplane csnbe landed so that the inlets are held
clear of the water until a fairly slow speed is reached. Tests were made
of one fighter airplane model that had ,Iet--enginesmounted on the under-
side Of the fuselage (table 20)j diving did not occur with this p=ticu-
lar installation,but some very high decelerations resulted.
s
,-
.-
‘Tailsurfaces.- The location of the tail surfaces has not previously
been considered to have hydrodynamic influe-nceon ditching behavior.
However, data obtained in scale-model investigations indicate that the
horizontal-tail location csn affect the attitude at which the airplane
—“
will run on the water. When the horizontal tail is located very high on
the vertical tail the model will, when there is a tendency to trim up,
trim higher than when the horizontal tail @ in a low position. Occas-
.
ionally a horizontal tail was partially torn awey in the scale-model
tests but no appreciable change in behavior due to this damage was noted. v
Landing gear.- It is considered advisable that ditchings be made
with the landing gear retracted because an extended ge~ usually causes
diving. (For example, see table 32.) There have been some full-scale
ditchings with wheels down in which diving Md not occur, but apparently
these were exceptional.
—
The arrangement of the landing gesx when retracted has not shown
an appreciable effect on ditching behavior, but it can affect the amcnint
of damage and the safety of personnel duri@g a ditching. !13?icycle-ges.r
arrsnganents have nose-wheel doors that ~.. likely to fail in a ditchZng.
In no case have scale-model investigations-shown that such a failure will
cause diving, but secondary failures that ensue as a result of the water “’--
pouring into this opening maybe extensiveenough to endanger nearby per-
sonnel. In general, the landing-gear instQlation that has a tail wh~el
tends to give abetter arrangement for ditching thsn the tricycle gefi,
provided that all wheels are retracted. However, if a ditching aid
attached.underthe nose of the airplane w-e considered, the tricycle
—-
landing gear would provide structural merribersadvantageously located to __
carry the concentrated load of the ditching aid. ‘IThebicycle-landing-
—
gear installation requires doors in the fuselage bottom which are undesir- ~
able in ditching unless they are much stro~ger than doors generally are.
In investigations of one airplane model employing the bicycle landing- I’ “--—
?-
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gear, the simulated main-wheel doors failed (table 1.2). In this test
no detrimental behavior occurred but the fuselage was flooded. The out-
rigger wheels required with a bicycle main gear offer no difficulties
in ditching. A contribution of the bicycle-landing-gear design favorable
to ditching is a very strong fuselage structure. The fuselage of some
airplanes has broken apart nesr the wing in ditching but it is unlikely
that a fuselage strong enough to support a bicycle landing gear would
sep~ate in this msmner. b an investigation of a model with the main
landing gear located in nacelles on the sides of the fuselage (table 33),
the nacelles crumpled considerably but the damage did not affect the
ditching behavior. Dsmage is Hkely to occur when the nacelle type of
wheel fairing is used, and the damage could have undesirable effects
on flotation unless precautions are taken to prevent entry of water into
the main part of the fuselage.
Fuselage strength.- Most airplanes couldbe ditched with relative
safety if extensive damage to the fuselage could be avoided; therefore,
the strength of the fuselage bottom is probably the most important param-
eter influencing ditching behavior. It is impractical to consider
designing fuselages which will.not fail.in ditching, but dsmage msy be
reduced by using ditching aids (discussed further under ‘*Ditchingfids”),
. and the danger to personnel may be minimized by providing safe ditching
stations (discussed under “safe tication of Personnel”). ‘Thetid~e t~rd
of the fuselage bottom is considered the criticsl region because of its
*
susceptibility to dsmage and the consequent effects on ditching behavior.
The investigations with models by the use of seal.e-strengthbottomsto
determine the location smd smount of probable damage have substantiated
this conclusion.
Bombers me particularly susceptible to dsmsge and undesirable
ditching behavior because the bonib-baydoors are usually located in the
critical region. Manufacturers estimate that the bonib-baydoors have
an ultimate strength in resbtance to water loads of approximately
1/2 to 2 pounds per square inch and that the remainder of the lower fuse-
lage is slso conrpsxativelyweak. Bonb-bay-door failure generally occurs
and sometties causes violent behavior; however, whether or not violent
behavior occurred, safe ditching stations in the rear part of the fuselage
are generslly unobtainable because of the rush of water through the air-
plane when dsmage occurs.
There is a wide variation in the bottom strength of fighter air-
planes; some have strength as low as 2 pounds per square inch, but others
can withstand a pressure of @ pounds per squsre inch on some psrts of
the fuselsge bottom. Fighters frequently sustain extensive damage to
the bottom skin, but the structure usually remains more or less intact.
. If damage does not occur, fighters will make smooth runs or at worst they
might Skip. If dsruageoccurs, almost any behavior from a smooth run to
a violent dive or flipover might result according to the mount of dsmage
9 and the particular airpl-e configuration.
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*
Trsnsport airplanes have marginal-strength fuselages - the lower
part of the fuselages sustains some demage when ditching but usually is
not demolished. The average resistance to water loads is estimatedby
manufacturers to be from 8 to 12 pounds per square inch. The fuselage
strength of a transport is greater than that of a borriberbecause the
requirements for cargo floors and pressurized cabins in the trsnsport
contribute to a stronger fuselage and because the boniberfuselage is
considerablyweakened by the presence of the bomb-bay doors. Dsmage
usually does not cause the behavior in transports to be violent, but
water flooding tito the fusel~e though daed sections is a hazard.
Fuselage shape.- Some current airplanes have large smounts of curva-
ture at the rear of the fuselage. A high degree of longitudinal curva-
ture results in a suction which causes the models to trim up in the water
(tables 30, 31, and 37). A high degree of lateral curvature at the rear
of the fuselage results in suctions and mot~ons s~l~ to those produced
by high longitudinal curvature (ref. 1). Trimming up is not necessarily
detrimental but could contribute to undesirable results such as skipping
and wibsequent diving. A fuselage bottom with little longitudinal and
lateral curvature tends to decrease trimming up but is undesirable because
of the accompanying high water loads. Thereere indications that flattened
cross sections in cotiinationwith high longitudinal curvature tend to
cause skipping (tsbles 19 and 30). Moderately curved sections rearward
of the center of gravity are desirable with respect to stability and.water
loads.
.-
~.
.—
—
—
—
. .-._
—
,—
.-
.
w-
Frm”early scale-model tests, it was concluded that the small dif-
ferences in the ratio of fuselage length forward ofthe center of gravity
to the total fuselage length indicated no consistent differences in th%.. .“.
hydrodyn~c performance. Recent trends infighter design have led to
increases in this ratio from approximately 1/4 to 1/2. There is evidence —
that the increase in nose length has been advantageous to fighter air-
planes because it has resulted in a decrease in diving or nosing-in tend-
ency. For botiers, the increase in this ratio has been small and there
—
has been little noticeable effect on ditching behavior.
Curvature at the nose also has an influence on ditching behavior.
A fuselage that is more or less straight on the bottom but curves up
abruptly at the nose offers less nose-up moment and thus iS more likely
to dive than one that curves up gradually. The desirability of gradual
curvature of the forward part of the fuselage has been stistantiatedby
limited tests. ——
The effect of cross-sectionalcurvature of the forward part of the
fuselage has not been investigatedbut it appears that a moderately curved
cross section would probably be most desirable. -“
Size.- The physical magnitude of airplanes appears to affect the
degree of violence of ditching behavior. Small differences are not w—
_..
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noticeable but in the overall range from fighters to lsrge bombers and
transports the effect of size and pitching moment of inertia is apparent.
As the size of airplsmes increases, the ditching behavior becomes less
violent.
Interior arrangement.- Probably the item of interior srranganent
that has the greatest effect on ditching behavior is the bulkhead Justi
aft of the borrib~. Boti-bay doors ususlly fail; therefore, this bulk-
head is fnunediatelysubjected to water loads. For the configurations
shown in tables 11 and 13, diving was prevented by removing the bulWead
and the part of the fuselage bottom that might be torn away if the bulk-
head failed. ~ table 4, removing the bulkhead or psrt of the bulkhead
reduced the severity of diving. There have been cases in which bmib-bay
doors failed but diving was not produced; in such cases the bulkhead
caused no detrhnental behavior and offered some protection to the interior
of the rearward part of the fuselage.
F&otuberances.- Protuberances under the wing or the fuselage of an
airplane msy cause undesimible ditching behavior and high longitudinal
decelerations. Protuberances located rearward of the center of gravity
are the most undesirable and msy cause diving. Radiators projecting below
.
the fuselage rearward of the center of gravity have caused dives. Radia-
tors under the nose have caused violent ditching behavior snd high decel-
erations. Belly-gun turrets and radsr housings placed forwsrd of the cen-
G’ ter of gravity generally have caused no diving or other violent motions
when tested on models (tables 8 and 14). However, such prottierances
located rearward of the center of gravity have caused div5mg (table 3).
Scale-model investigations with cargo containers located under the
fuselage (table 27(b)) indicated that no detrimental effect was due to
the presence of the cargo container; in fact, it was beneficial because
it afforded protection to the bottom of the airplane. The construction
of the container was such that it caved in on contact with the water
and thus acted as a shock absorber.
The need for greater fuel storage in jet-propelled airplanes has
resulted in the use of external fuel tanks, usually located under the
wing or at the wing tip. Streamlined auxiliary fuel tsnks under the
wing (table 23) should be jettisoned before ditching because they increase
hydrodynamic resistance smd because their shape is such that they produce
a suction force detrimental to successful ditching. Tanks that were mod-
ified in shape by the addition of either chine strips or dead rise with
chines (ref. 2) would improve the ditching behavior if they were strong
enough to withstand the water loads. Wing-tip tanks probably will.not
be detrimental since they da not enter the water until a low speed is
reached and, if empty, they offer S,dditioti buoyancy (tables 21 and 24).
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Safe Location of Personnel
The availability of good ditching stations for personnel will.in -
some measure compensate for unavoidable deficiencies in bydrodynsmic char-
acteristics. Scale-model investigationsindicate that decelerations in
severe ditchings may exceed 10g, but apparently personnel can withstand
such decelerations if they are braced against or strapped to a unit of
the airplsme that will not fail. The dsmger that parts of the airplane
will be broken off ad thrown against occup@s cannot be completely
eliminated,but adequate strength can be prbvided to prevent obvious
hazards, such as overhead turrets, from being torn off.
Available records of ditchings indicate that the survivsL rate for
fighter pilots is higher now than in the past. Although the behavior
of current fighter airplanes is sometimes violent, a more tiportant factor
may be the increase in use of the safety harness. The fuselage of a
fighter is strong and the pilot can usually be braced well enough to with-
stand the decelerations. The bottom skin of the fuselage may b6’damaged
but there is little water flow through the pilot’s compartment.
Inlixnber and transport airplanes, the”:pilot’scompartment is usually
high enough tO avoid quick flooding except in a dive, me is not severe).
and escape hatches are available. The most dangerous ditching stations
in abotier airplane are resrward of thebo@ bay because of the likeli-
hood of an inrush of water through the low-strengthbo?ib-baydoors and
the probable failure of the bulkhead just r~arward of the boti bay. The
survival rate for bombers as a whole is very low, and as a class the ‘“ ‘-
bomber is considered to have unacceptable ditching characteristics.
In a transport airplane, the fuselsge generally has no predominantly
weak part, such as boti-bay doors, and the floor of the passenger compart-
ment is more substantial than the floor of a boriber. Consequently, the
rearwsrd part of the fuselage is Possibly less h=ardous in a trs.nWo~
thau”in a bomber; however,because of:the dance that the re= fusel%e
might sustain extensive damage, ditching stajions shouldbe as fmfor-
ward as possible...In transports that have .dgubledecks (tables 36
and 37), the uppe?-deck offers relatively s~e ditching stations. ‘I!he
most hazardous type o~transPort> as far as_@itc~W4 stations are Con___
cern~d, is the “flying boxc=” (tables 29) 30~ 32> and 33)o This type
of airplane has large doors and a wide flat_~ottom that are subject to-
high water press~esj therefore, some damage is very pro~able. ‘I’hehi–a
wing of the flying boxcar affords no buoyancy until the airplane sinks
deeply; consequently,the cargo or passenger compartment is likely to
be flooded to a hazardous extent.
—
It would seem that the ditching requirements for transports should
be more severe than for other types of airplanes because of the large
nurber of passengers involved and the gener:allack of training in ditching
-.
procedures.
—
—
—
—
.—
=4
v
—
...
.
—
—
—
.
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* When the use of an airplane is such that a high degree of ditching
safety is required, a ditching aid msy be the best method of insuring
such safety. If a ditching aid were included as an integrsl part of the
airplane in the esrly stages of design, it possibly could be incorporated
with little or no penslty in performsme.
Rydroflap.- One method which can be used to prevent diving or “nosing
in” during the high-speed part of a ditching run is to provide a device
under the fuselage forward of the center of gravity that will have suf-
ficient hydrodynamic lift to furnish the necesssry positive pitching
moment. Scale-model tivestigations have been made with plsning surfaces,
cslled hydroflaps, installed on models for this purpose. The hydroflaps,
which usually have an incidence angle of ~out 30°, have been tested in
various forms. In some investigations, existing rectangular doors in the
fuselage were braced open to form hydroflaps (tables 2(b) and ls(b)).
In other investigations where the hydroflap had a trapezoidal or trian-
gular plsn form (tsbles h(b), n(b), and 3>(b)), smoother runs were
obtained than with rectangular plan forms. In addition to eliminating
the diving, hydroflaps reduced the smount of dsmage sustainedby scale-
strength sections.
<
Certain types of airplanes require speed brakes or dive brakes.
v These devices have various forms, one of which is an approximately flat
plate hinged at its leading edge to the bottom of the fuselage and opening
outward. A few airplanes have had this type of brske located forward of
the center of gravity. Such a device possibly couldbe located so that
it could serve as a hydroflap as well as a speed brake. Speed brakes
have not yet been located far enough forward of the center of gravity
to serve advantageously as hydroflaps and have not been made strong enough
for such use. Scsle-model investigations (table 24(b)) indicate that such
a brake could be used as a ditching aid if these requirements were met.
Hydrofoil.- Two general.nethods for using hydrofoils to improve
hydro-&nsmic ditching characteristics of airplsnes have been investigated
with scale models: in one method, the hydrofoil was placed below the nose
of the model with a positive incidence, and in the other it was placed
aft of the center of gravity with a negative @cidence in order to hold
the tail down. Both schemes were effective in @roving the performance
of the models, but the hydrofoil below the nose of the model was a more
positive snd practical installation. In additionto improving ditching
behavior, the hydrofoil forward of the center of gravity offered the
possibility of reducing fuselage d-e.
I&&o-ski .- Another possibile ditching aid is a planing surface that
. can be extended on struts so that in a landing the airplsme rides on the
planing surface snd the main body of the airplsne is not subjected to
w
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large water loads at high water speeds. Such a device has been celled
*
a hydro-ski (tables 14(c), 27(c), and 34(b)). With a bydro-ski ditching
aid, the hazardous motions and structural dsmsge associated with ditching v
canbe eliminated. For aboniber airplane, twin skis retracting into the
side of the fuselage or into the wings could be used. For a transport
airplane, either a single ski or twin skis retracting into the bottom —
of the fuselsge would be practical.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Performance requirements and the relatively low frequency of emer-
gency landings even in wartime make it unlikely that airplanes will ever
be designed specifically for “safe” ditchings. It appears possible, how-
ever, to reduce the hazards by some attention to the effects of the design
parameters. It may also in certain caaes be possible to incorporate
ditching aids to protect the structure from peak water loads tithout sig-
—
nificant performance penalties. These possibilities together with the
establishment of proper approach procedures, provision of sdequate means
of escape, and early rescue remain the most effective means of increasing
—
survival rates in future ditchings.
.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, v
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., Nov*er 16, 1956.
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TABIIi 1
SUMMARYOFMODRL-D~HINGINVESTIMTIOHFKK@ERA
[Modelscale,*; ess weight,21,500~; center-of-grati~
1~cation, 28percentM.A.C.;allv~uesfull scale
Damage simulated by rmaval of parts (crosshatchedareas).
A
n
6L3 ft.—
&
Lending Flap
~ -h
Maximum Average
I.on@tulinal longitudinal Motions of
~ttltude, setting, speed, of run,
deg
deceleration, deceleration,
aeg knots fii
model
g units g uJlitB (*)
Unfkunegsdmcdel
2 0 u 200 -- + uh
2 40 104 200 &-- 2 uh
6 0 lo4 400 -- 1 Uh
6 40 87 m -- ~+ uh
10 0 87 350 -- 1 uh
10 40 69 ZQo 11
z
1 uh
Damaged mcdel
2 40 ldl l% * 3 b
-i-lo 40 69 100 3 2 b
*h this column, the letters indicate the following motions:
b ran deeply - the tiel settled deeply in the water with little change in attitude
h ran smoothly - the model made a very stable run
u trimmed up- theattitudeoftheW&l increasedtie runuinginthe water
tRecommendad ditching attitudes& rlapsetting.
Remarks: Stimulationof damage on this maiel stoppedthe trhning-up tendency emi
cawsad the mold to run deeper in the water. The large nacelles caused violent turns when
. the mcdel was ditched with ‘me ting low.
12
8U4MARYOF
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TABIE2
MODEL-DIICKUWIWEWIGATZON OF ECJMBIRB
[Mcdelscale,~; groSSweight,25,730lb; center-of-QXWity
1location,28percent11.AC.;allv=uesfillscale
(a)Withoutlqdrorlap.
Damagesimulatedby removalof perts(crosshatch&lareas).
d,
Qf’*-i
.
Y
a
*In this colum, the let-a indicatethe followingnmtione:
al, divedviolently- the model stappedabr@ly in a nose-downattitudewith
mst of the modelsubmerged
L.,
h rellB!MJUtm - the mcdelmade a very st.Sb16run
skipped- the modeJrebouudedfromthe water
: turnedSharply- the mOaeI.pivoted@cW titita“v~~ tie
tieconmendeditchingattitudeend flap setting.
Remarks: The behaviorof the modelwae excepti.onalJyviolent. Violent&Lves
OCCiUTOdwith the ~~ ~~ . In gener , the divesat the attit~ of * ‘~9less tiolentthen thoseat the attitudeof 13 . Wheuthe mcdelwes ditchedwith one
wing slightlylow, the largenacellesdug intothe waterand causeddwrp turns.
MEo3Jnum Average 7
Landing FlaP ~ km longitudinal longitudinal Motionsof
htitude, setthg, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration, mcxlel
deg deg Im9ts ft g lnlita g units (*)
Undemag4 model
3 55 102 koo 2 1 S dl
3 55 lo2 400 1 St
8 0 1~ &lo ; -. 1 St
8 5: 96 m .- 1 h
u 102 250 8“ 2 Cq
13 55 9 150 5 2$ dl
Demage5mcdel . .
3 55 101 la) .- $ dl
8 0 1~ 250 * ~2 d~
+8 55 86 100 -- 3+ dl
v 0 1.02 250 -- 2 al
u 55 85 lx .- 2 Ill
—
.-
-“.
-.
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l?mLE2 - Concluded
SLIMMARYOF ~DEL-DIIKKCNG -TIGATION OF Klf6ER B
(b) With l@roflap.
Dame8e ss shown in three-view sketch. All-purpose nose door (open at
en angle of 30° to thrust line) used as @droflap.
n
a-i?ls%4i2#FH?
3 55 101 yxl --
+8 53 86 250 +
u 35 86 2Q0 --
Average
longitudinal Motions of
deceleration, mcdel
g units (*)
*h this coluq the letters indicate the following *ions:
P porpoised - the nuxkl undulated about the transverse axis with some part
of the model alwqm in contact with the water
TRecomaended ditching attitude and flap setting.
Remarks : Rather violent porpoising runs occmxeed with the hydroflap, but these
runs were considerably better than the violent IMves that occurred without the hydroflap.
14
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NACATN 3946
SUMMARYOF MODEL-DITCHINGINVESTIGATION
. .
[MC&l scale, &; grOSS weight, x,000 lb; center-of-gravi@
I
location,~ percentM.A.C.; all valUes full seal
me s-ted by removal of parts (crosshatchedareas).
P
~ J1 4, @. I--7,.7 $%. -1
q%M/JQ-Pr--J------J---”
w
Landing Flap Lmlding Len@h Maximum Averagelongitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, longitudinalspeed, of run,
deg deg deoebration, deceleration,
model
knots ft g units g units (*)
Undanmgedmdel
o 45 122 --- 7 --- al
* 45 104 --- -- --- al
7 0 104 --- 8 --- dl
7 45 e --- + ---
‘%
10 0 e --- .. --- al
10 45 e --- -- --- li~
llsmegedMel
o b5 122 --- 7$ --- t
5$ 45 104 --- -- --- ts
t7 m --- -- ---
:;
s
10 e --- -. --- P
% this column,the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
d~ dived.violently- the model stoppedabruptlyh .snose-downattitudewith most
of the model submsrged
P porpoiEed- the mcdel undulated.ehoutthe transverseaxis with some part of
the model always in contactwith the water
skipped- the model reboundedfrom the water
: turned sharply- the model pivoted quiclLyabout a verticalaxis
+Reccmmanded ditchingattitudeand flap setting.
Remarks: The teats Indicatedthat the lower turret was ~he urinci~ cause of dlvinR.
..-
.—
.— ——
.
It was recommendedthat this turretbe made easily Jettisonable. - - #
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.
[~ .*, ~; m.. =@ht, 48,503lb; center.fe~ty
1location, 30 wrcent M.A.C.; all values full male
(a) wftJlmi-thy-drorlap.
D8mge siml.stei by remval of prts (crasShntc~~areas)
9PI
u ~65.9 ft.~
lh tbfnCQlmn,thelettersHcata theJ?ou.mnwhi-:
dl divld%-Lm.ently- theucdelstappedabruptlyin5 nose-dam attitudetithuuxt
Ofthemcxle lsubuarged
h ran 611u0tbl.y-themdel mdeavayst.nblemn
P w- - th8Lld,elULiN.atedabaltthetnrlsmrmeaxiswitb mmps.rtof
th al dWWS h CmtS2t with‘J8*
e sHm - the *1 reboumied&cm the water
I?erark9: TbekmkAaydmmmtbisdrp18ne 8reaxepti0nalAr*a.ndwillprOb-
ablyrailinadftchlng.Thetestsof *b indicatedthatfailureof thebemb-bny
down causeda diving rcmnt. Theu.mnt or&.zage tathebuJMmd aftofthetumt
tay deterdmd the meverityOr the telmtir Or the airplane.
16
TABLE 4 - Concluded
SUMMARY OF MODEL-DITCHINGINVESTIGATIONOF EOMBER D
NACA TN 3946
(b) With hydroflap.
Damage same as shown in three-viewsketch. Hydroflapas indicated.
n
Landing Flap Landing Length ‘-
attitude,setting,speed, of - longitudinal
deg deg ‘ deceleration,hots ft
g units
40
t;
104 450 ---
40 87 300 ---
9 40 87 350 *--
.
—
.-
—
—
.-.
___
-. — .“=<—
.
.
*In this column,the letters indicatethe followim motions:
P porpoised - the model undulatedabout the &nsverse-axis with
some part of the model always in contactwith water
‘Recommendedditchingattitudeand flap setting.
Remarks: The bydroflapwas consideredt-hemost practicalof several
ditchingaids which were tested on this model.
wk
.
.
.
.
NACA TN 3946
I!ABLE5
SUMJARYOF M3DEL-DITCKU?GIXVFSTIGATIONOF WMEER E
[‘a ‘~ej *; aoSS ~mt , 26,CXXI=; center-of-gravity
1location,25PercentH.A.C.;allvaluesU S-
Damage simikted by removalof parts (crosshatchedareas).
T
m
L4J
FlaP Lending Length Averagelongit~ longitudinal Motionsof
attitude, Betting, speed, of ruu,
deg deg knots ft deceleration, deceleration,g units g units
%
Undslragedmmiel
o 0 104 m 1% + h
o 45 104 250 4 2 t
104 232
2
2
4;
h
@ 150 ; 2 h
12 0 Lo4 3@J 3 1$ h
12 45 W 203 * 1$ h
Damagedmcael
o 45 lo4 350 2$ + s
6 45 m 273 3 % b
-tW 45 w 150 3$ 2 b
*Inthis column,the letterE indicate the fOlbwing motions:
b ran deeply - the @l settleddeeply into the water with little changein
attitude
h ran smoothly- the md.el made a very stablerun
skLpped
- the -1 relxmndedfrom the water
; turnedSh.aqply- the mdel pivotedqtic!dyabout a ve.rtLcslaxis
t Reccswk?ndeditchingattitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The performanceof the model was not appreciablychangedby simulation
of damage. The.Mel ran deeper in the water with the parts removed,but the khavior
in generalwas sfmiler. Tlzelargenacellestendedto cause v%olentturns when one
wing was low.
17
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SUMMARY OF MODEL-DITCH~G JN’W?STIQATIONOF ~ F
1-
Mcdel scale, LO~, gross weight, 31,033 lb; center-of-gravity
-. ,“1
-1location, 14percent11.~..C.;allvaluesfullmale
-e SWW by=mvd Of Ptis (crosshatchedmess).
Landirig’” Flap Landing Length Maximum Average Motion6 of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal longitudinal
deg deceleration,
model
deg -- knots ft deceleration, (*)g units g Units
Undemged model ‘“
-1 0 122 400 --- 1$ Uh
-1 55 104 400 2 1 Uh
6 0 lo4 350 --- 1~ Uh
6 55 104 350 --- + U8
13 0 104 300 ___ + h
13 55 104 3% 2 1$ h
Ihmegedmodel
-1 55 1.04 4CX) 3 1 s
+6 55 104 350 4 1* s
13 55 104 300 6 1$ s
*Inthis column, the letters id.icate the following motions:
h ram smootl&y - the model made a very stable run
s skipped - the mdel rebounded frcm the water
trilmmedup - the attitude of the model increasedwhile running in the water
f~eco~nded ditching attitude s.ndfkP setting.
R~ks : The mcilelhad a trinmlng-uptendency In the undemaged condition. The large
nacelles caused shs&p turns when the model was ditched with one wing low.
NAcATN3g46 19
-7
WtWJW OFl@DEL-DI!KKCNGIKWESTIWTIONOF Kl!EIRG
[Mel S-, ~; QOEE Weight,105,0X3lb; cantw-of-~tity
1
location,25 percentM.A.C.;all valueefull scele
Damse s~w by reumsl of parts (crosshatched areas).
r
1
0
,
J
+,
98;kft..
LEuKung FlaP Landing Lengbh Average Motionsof
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal longitudinal
deg deceleration,
model
deg knots ft deceleration,
g units (*)& Units
Undamagedmodel
1 45 122 2P 8 + al
5 45 104 w 1 ~ h
9 0 122 w 2 1 h
9 45 87 450 1 &2 h
13 0 104 700 2 6 h
13 45 @ 200 + + %
IkemgaaUnael
1 45 122 6(XI -- 1 P
200 -- 3$ al
5 45 104 373 -- + P
tg 45 87 m -- 1 h
13 43 87 250 -- , 1$ h
*& this column,the lettersindicatethe followingmotions:
al divedviolently - the EC&l stappad abruptlyin a nose-downattitmiewith most of
the model.submerged
%2 dived slighti~- the mdal s~ abruptlyIn a nose-downattit* with nose of
the mdal submerged
h ran Smotmy - the mdel & a very stablerun
P porpoisti- the mcdelundulatedabcutthe transverseaxia with smaspart of the
lxdalalwaysm contactwith the water
‘Recc-nde% ditchingattitudeend flap setting.
Remarks: The scale-stren@hlandingflapson the mdel did not fail mnaistantl.y.When
f~ps aid ~t fti, the ~aSI ~~ dived.
ti-li
20
s
TAELE8
SUMMARY OF hfJDEL-DI!KKUIGIN’JTSTIGATIONOF HI- H
pad Kale,
~; ~oss ~i@t, 100,000 lb; center-of-gravity
location,w percent M.A.C.;all values fuJl sceli
Damage simulatedby removal of ~ts (crosshatchedareas).
Landing Flap Landing Langth Mmcbmml Average
longitudinal
Motions of
attItude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal
deceleration,
mcdel
deg deg hots ft deceleration, (*)g units g units
Undamagedmodel
o 40 122 550 1$ 1 uhb
6 40 102 2 1 u~b
13 0 115 E 2 1 hb
13 40 88 450 1~ 1 hb
Damagedmodel .-
0 40 122 450 4 1$ pb
t6 40 102 3W ~ * ~b
13 40 88 4m * 1 hb
*In this column,the letters indicatethe followingmdiom:
b ran deeply - the model settled deeply into the wateu,with little change In
attitude
h ran smootlily- the model We a very stable run
P pQrpOiB8d - the model undulatedabout the .treneversee.xlswith some pert of the
mcdel always in contactwith the water
u trlnnwd Up - the attitude of the model IrXTew9edwhile running In the water
‘Recommended ditching attitudeand flap setting.
Remarks: Decelerationswere increasedwhen damage was siml.ated,but the behavior
of the mcflelwas not appreciablychanged.
.
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TABE39
SUMMARY OF MODEG-D13!CHJXGINVWTIGATION OF ~ ~
[Wdel scale, &; gross weigh%, 1~,030 lb; center-of-gravity
Iocaticm,25 percent M.A.C.; all values full sag
Damage simulatedby removal of parts (crosshatchedareas).
I I I 1 1 1
Lhifwiged model I
9 50 U 400 lb ht-- pt
Dsmsged_
4 50 124 500 5 + up%
tg x 11.1 3ci)
9
5 2 up
w 111 3Q0 6 2 Upt
L4 w 98 25Cl 6 1~ b
) - 98 250 7 + bt
*Inthis column, the letters indicatethe follo!#ingudiions:
b ran deeply - the mcdel settled deeply Into the water with little change in
attitude
h ran Silooi+lly- the model made a vw stable ruu
P porpoised - the mcdel undulatedabout the transverseaxis with sane part of the
mxlel always in contactwith the water
t turned qhaz’ply- the model pivoted quicld.yabout a vertical axis
triumed up - the attitude of the moiel increasedwhile running in the water
+;eccmnm2nded ditching attitude and tip setting.
Remks: !Chemost pronounced ditching characteristicof this bcmber model “&s Its
tendency to turn or yaw. Constructionof the airplane ia such that extensivedamage ia b
be e~ct.ed and it probably wlIl be difficultto find ditching stations where crew members
can adequatelybrace themselvesand be reasonably sure of avoiding an inrush of water.
22
~SUMMARY OF
TAELElc. .
MODEL-DllJ!C~G-TIGATION OF EQ@lR J
[Model male , & ~d $; gross weight, 255,000 lb; center-of-gravity
1location,29 percent M.A.C; all values full scale
Damage simulatedby removal of parts (crosshatchedarea).
,,. n/
F -J===-+
Lending Flap Lemding Length Me.xlmJm Average Moti.ormof
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal longitudinal.
deg deg deceleration,
model
knots ft deceleration,
g units g units (*)
Undemaged L/30-scaJ_emodel
1 40 3-24 1,000 --- * Uh
1 40 124 1,000 --- $ us
5 40 106 650 ---
9
1 h
0 119 650 --- 1 h
9 40 95 1,000 --- ~2 h
13 0 108 1,coo --- $ P
13 40 87 650 --- ~ h
Dau!agedlJ20-scalemdel
40
t;
I-24 ----- 4 --
40
b
95 ----- 2 -- h
*ti this column,the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
b ran deeply - the mcdel settled deeply into the water @th little change in
attitude
h ran smoothly - the mcdel tie a very stable~.&n
P porpoised - the model undulatedabout the transverseaxis with some part of the
mcxlelalvsys in contactwith the wwter -
s skipped :.the mcdel reboundedfrom tha water
u trimr=edup - the attitude of the model increasedwhile running in the water
-1_
.
iRecmn&& ditcmng dtihde & flap ‘ett%-
Remarks: The behavior of the model was general~”god. No violent motions such as
&fving occurred,and the maxixm.unlongitudinaldecelerationrecordedwas about bg.
*
.
.
.
—
.
*
.—
—
“-,
“
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TmLEll
SUMARY OF 1.i3DEL-DITCHIIiGNVESTIGATIONOF BOMBER K
[ Model scale , &; gross weight, 82,600 lb; center-of-gratity
1
location,29 percent M.A.C.; all values full scale
(a) Without hydrofip.
D==ge sinmhteaby removal of parts and co~ing Of
OP-S tith aluminum foil (hatchedareas).
u
n
~75.7 ft.----1
Landing Flap Landing Len@h Average Wtiona of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal -~1
aeg d% knots ft deceleration, deceleration, =g units g units
u-gea tid
2 40 131 9X 1* 1 Ull
6 40 llg m 1 ~2 uh
Damaged &l I
40 131 2Cm * k al
t: 40 119 300 5 2 al
*h this column, the letters indicate the followingmotions:
al dived tident~ - the nmiel stopped abruptly in a nose-down attitude with nnst of
the model submerged
h ran SUloothly- the model made a very stable run
u trimmed up - the attitude of the mcd.elincreasedwhile running in the water
tReccmmendedd.itchhg attitude and fip setting.
Remxks: The scale-strengthbafb-bsy doors and nose-wheel doors consistentlyfdl.ed
on the model. The dlvea that occurredwere very violent. Additional data have indicated
that if the bulkhead and part of the fuselage bottom aft of the bcmb bay fail in a ditching,
ai~ may not oc~.
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TABLE 11.- Concluded
SUMMARYOF MODEL-DITCHING INVESTIGATION
(b)With hydroflap;
OF EOMBERK
Damagesameas shownin three-viewsketch. Hydrof’lap as &dtcated.
;,’\
@
4
~,s~ft.~
?? 4
7
.
—
—
..
-.
.
-.. .+
Landing Flap LandingLength Maximum Average Motionsof
or -, longitudinallongitudinalattitude,setting,speed,
deg deceleration,deceleration,
model
deg knots ft (*)g units g units
2 40 131 720 3~ 1 6P
+6 40 119 540 * 1 8P
*In this column,the letters indicate the followi~-motions:
P porpoised- the model iuxlulated abotit the transverse axis with
some part of the model always in co-ntact with the water
s skipped - the mdel reboum.ded from ~he water
—
—.
lRecommended ditching attitude and flap setting.
--
Remarks: The hydroflapstoppedthe divingand-reducedt~e deceleration.
It also keptthe nose-wheeldoorsfrom failing._
.
w.
.
.
.
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TAELE12
.
SUMMARY OF M3DEL-DITCHINGlNW3STIGATIONOF B3MBER L
r
Mcrielscale, $; ~oss weight, 125,OXl lb; center-of-mavi~
location,’20 percent M.A.C.; al-lvalues
-e sMted by removal.of parts and
openings with aluminum foil (hatched
1full scale
covering of
areas).
+,
197.8 ft.
I---Jp:j’-j
25
FlaP Landing Length Average
longitudinal lculgitudinsl
Motlone of
attitude, setting, speed, of run,
deceleration,
nndel
deg deg knots f-t deceleration, (*)
g units g Uuits
Undsmeged model
5 35 134 650 2 1. Usp
10 0 155 700 3 1$ h
10 35 120 650 2 1 h
15 35 115 550 1* 1 h
Dam&d model
35 L34 650
t5
3 1 b
10 35 120 5% + 1 h
15 35 IL5 450 3 + b
*In this column, the letters indicate the followingnmtiona:
b ran deeply - the model settled deeply into the water with little change in
attitude
h ran smoothly - the ?m5el made a very stable run
P porpoieed - the model uudulated about the transverse=ck with scme part of
the mcdel always in ccmtact with the water
s skipped - the mcdel rebounded frcm the water
- the attitude of the mdel increasedwhile running in the water
+~ecmt~m~?- attitude end flap setting.
Rexmrks: Additionaltests with the nacelles attached at scale strength indicated
that the nacelleswill probably be torn off in a ditching but will have little cm no
effect on behavior. The simu3stedmain-wheeldoors failed.
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TABLE13
SUMM4RY OF M3DEL-DITCHINGINVESTIGATIONOF BOMBER M
[Model scale,~; gross weight, 26,500lb;center-of-gravi~
1location,30 percent M.A.C; all values full.scale
-e smatedbyre~vd of ptit (crosshatchedarea).
8
&J
65.5 ft.— —
1 1 I 1 , I
U_ged model
.
2 38 113 450 4 1
7 0
BP
I_22 650 -- 1 St
7 38 87 450 1$ 1 P“
12 104 700 1 1 h
12 3: 87 3W 2 1 h
t
Dsmaged model
2 38 122 b -- + Sp
tJ
87 300 -- 1
% 87
P
300 -- 1 P
*Ih this column,the letters indicatethe followlngmotions:
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stable run
P porpolsed - the mcdel undulated about the transverseaxis with some part of the
model alwaya in contacttith the water
skipped - the model rebounded from the water
! turned sharply - the ~el pivoted q@.clQy about a vertical axis
TRe~=nde& ditching attitude =d f@ setting.
Remarks: From examinationof full-scaleditchingreports on this airplane, it is
believed t~t the fusel~e btitm eect~m aft of the bomb b~ will.be torn away in a
ditching with the results indicatedabove. If this sectiondoes not fail, violent dives
occur.
NACATN 39b6
TAmE14
SUM4ARY OF MODEL-DD.YXUJGINW!9TIGATlDNOF EOhfEEXN
27
.
[ Model male , $; gross wei$k, 45,CXXIlb; cent--o f-gxavi~
1location,29percentM.A.C.;W tiuesfiiUscale
(a)Withouthydroflaporhydro-slds.
Damagesimulatedbyremovalofparts(crosshatchedareas).
n
Landing Flap Lsnding Length Average
longitudinal
MotionE of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, lmlgitudinal model
deg deg knots ft deceleration, deceleration, (*)g units g units
Undamaged model
2 32 89 400 2 1 Uh
6 700 2 1 h
6 3: 78 2 1 h
10 0 102 53 1$ 1 h
10 32 n 300 2 1 h
*In this column, the letters indicate the followingmotions:
d~ dived violently - the model stopped abruptly in a nose-down attituie with nmst
of the mdel submerged
h ran smoothly - the noiel made a very stable run
trimmed up - the attitude of the _ increasedwhile running in the water
tlec amended ditching attitude and flap setting.
Remarks: Data obtained from the manufacturer@cates that the fuselagebottau is
extremly weak so that casiderable damage with this airplane could be expected. The dim
caused by simulateddamge was very tiolent.
.
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.
TABLE 14.- Continued
SU4MARYOF MODBL-DITC!KUW-S!?IGATION OF ~ N
(b) With h@OfhP .
Damage same as shown in three-viewsketch except nose-wheel
doore not remved. Hydrofl.apas indicated.
Landing Flap Landing Length
attitude, setting, speed, of run,
deg deg knots ft
32 ~ 450
t; 32 78 No
10 32 71 250
.—
.-
—
. .. . .- ti-
.
MaxiDlum Average
longitudinal
Motions of
longitudinal
deceleration, -deceleration,
model
(*)g units g units
3 1 ph
* 1 ph
4 1 ph
*Inthis column,the letters indicatethe followingmgtions:
—
h ram smoothly- the model made a very stab~e run —
P porpoised - the mcdel uridulatedabout the$ransverse e.xiewith some pert of the
model d.ways in contactwith water —
*Recommendedditchingattitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The location of the hydroflap on this.air@ane was critical. W&n located_. _
forwmtl of the nose-wheeldoors, it did not stap the diving.
—
.
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smMARY a?
TAELE 14.- Concluded
MODEL-D?LKHINGINVESTIGATIONOF~MEERN
No dsmsge simulated. Skis as indicated.
n
+.
75.5ft.
~ G,
0—0
Flap Lmldlng Length ~verage Motionsof
atti%ude,setting, speed, ofrun, longitudinallongitudinal
deg deceleration,
model
deg knots ft deceleration, (*)g units g units
2 32 @ 1,350 1 &2 h
6 32 78 5’30 -- ~ h
10 32 n 300 ~ ; h
*Iuthiscolumn,thelelitersfidicatetheroll- tiiona:
h ransmoothly-themxlelmadea verystablerun
R~ks : Theditchingbehatiorwiththe&&o-skiswasvervRood.Itisnossiblethat
criticaldamage can be el&inated ficm ditchingkby using a hy&-&i ditching &sr, and thus
the chances of .cnn-KLvalend rescue wcmld be greatly increased.
—
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SUMJA.RYOF MODEG-D~G INVF9TIG4TIONOF E3MBERO
[Model scale,~; grossweight,55,W0 lb; center-of-gravity
lo~tion, 22 percent“M.A.C.;
1
all valm”sfull stale
(8)Withouthydrofkp .
Damage simulatedby removalof parts (crosshatchedmesa) .
1
p
w
B
1 40 98
7 0 108
7 40 88
13 0 98
13 - 40 &
40 95
t; 40 B
t7 40 89
13 40 &
13 40 &
Undanagedmcxlel
300
400
30a
3m
XQ
Motionsof
model
(*)
h
P
P
h
h
Damagedmodel
lm + 4 %2
200 3 2 P
100
150
.
l% +.
2 I
2
I
t
“In this column,the LettersIndicatethe followingmotions:
% dived slightly- the mcdel stoppedabruptlyin a nose-downattitudewith the nose
of the model submerged
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stablerun
P porpoises- the Mel undulatedabout the transverseaxis with some part of the
mcdel alwayain contacttith the water
twned sharply- the model pivotedquicklyabouta verticalaxis
‘~ec.omnendeditchingattitudeand flap setting. --
Rem.rks: The behaviorof the damged model variedinconsistently.
.
—
—
.
.
—
.—
.
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.
TAEIE15.- Concluded
SIMMARY OF MODEL-D~~G ~IGATTON OF K1.tBERO
-e sane as shown in
(open at an angle of
(b) With h@J?O~p.
three-view sketch. Natigator’sescape hatch
30° to the tht b) used as hydroflap.
n
/-----x
Landing FIEP Lmlu Length Averagelongittinal Motions of
attitude, longitudinalsetting, speed> of run,
deg deg knots ft deceleration, deceleration,g units g units
T
1 40 95 l% 3’ 2$ P
-l-T 40 & 150 *$ 2 P
13 40 & lx 3 2 P
*GIthis colunm, the letters indicate the followingnmtions:
P pal-poised- the mdel undulated about the tremeverseaxis with s- part of the
nkxlelalways in contact with water
‘Retommended ditching attitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The hydroflap is
diving that Scmetwa Ocalrred.
.
recamended as a
It also reduced
ditching aid on this airplane to stap the
the decelerationsslightly.
.
. . ——
— ——
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TAELE 16
smy oF ~D~.D33Y2~G INVESTIGATIONOF Bohf8R7P
[ bid scale, ~; gros~ weight, 13,060 lb; center-of-gravity
1
location,30 percent M.A.C.J all values full scale
Damage simulatedby removal of parts (crosshatchedareas).
Lading Flap Landing Length Maximum Averagelongitudinal Motions of
attitud.e,
longitudinal
setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration, mcdeldeg deg knots ft g units g units (*)
Damaged model
2 30 113 ly 8 4 dl
2 60 104 100 ~ 5 al
2 60 104 --- -- -- s
8 0 113 400 + ~~ s
8 113 --- --
8
--
$
P
95 200 5 2 d~
8 60 87 lyl 7 2 dl
8 60 87 --- -- -. s
15 0 87 200 * + al
15 “- 87 --- -- --
3:
b
15 78 150 5 2 dl
15 60 69 200 4 1 al
L5 60 69 --- -- -- Sb
*h this column,the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
b rem deepSj-- the model settled~eep~ into the water with little change in
attitude
—
.
—
—
dl dived violently - the model stopped ab~ptly”in a nose-duwnattitudewith most “-
of the model submerged
P porpoised - the model un+iulatedabout the transverseaxia with some psxt of the
model always in contactwith the water
—
s skipped - the model rebounded from the water
Remarks: The lhnding flaps were very strong on this scout bomber. When they failed,
.
the model skipped or made a deep run; when they did not_fail, the model dived.
NACATN 3946
SUMMARYOF M3DEL-DITCEDiGINVESTIGATIONOF Khf2ER Q
33
.
.
[ Mcdel Scale, ~“, 2rOSS weight, 13,795 lb; center-of-gravl~
J
locati~, 26percentM.A.C.;a values m a-
Damage simulatedby remval of parts (crosflhatchedareas).
~34.7 ft. --j
Y
Landing FLsp Landing Len&h w Averagelongitudinal titione of
attitude, setting, Speed, of run, lcmg.itudhel
deg deg knots ft deceleration, deceleration,g units g titB
y*y
Undamagedmodel
3 45 &l 500 1-- z pl.1
7 0 E% 550 ~-- sh
7 45 76 b 2 :2 ph
11 0 85 m & ~2 2 ph
11 45 68 45+3 1 $ ph
Demeged*1
3 45 77 100 1+
+
dl
t7 45 76 150 %
11
2 al
u 45 66 100 -- 2 al
*ti this column,the lettersindicatethe followinguntions:
dl dived violenkly- the mcdel stappedabruptlyin a nosedownattitudewith most of the
mcdel submerged
h ran maoothly- Iihemde lmade averystablerun
P porpoised- the mcdel undulatedabout the treasverseaxis with mxns pert of the ndel
alwsyB in contactwith the water
- the Mel reboumiedfrcm the water
t~ecti~~dtitti~ attitudeend fip setting.
Remarks: Fo31-scalereportshave Indicatedthat all personnelab~ this airplamehave a
good chanceto survivea ditcMng, W if the radiomenroves to the upper part of the fuselage,
his chancesw51.1be improved.
.
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—Tmuzla
8UM4ARYOF MODEL-DZCCHINGINW9TIGATIONOF B3MB.ER
[Modelscale,$; ~oss weight,16,925l~;‘center-of-gravity
1location,32 percentM.A.C.;all vil.uesfullscale
Dsmegesim.iktedby removalof parts(crosshatchedareas).
.-
&
~~
0
Lending FlaP tiding Length Averagelo~itudinal longitudinal Motionsof
attLtude, setting, speed, of InIL,
m deg
deceleraticu, deceleration, modelknots ft g units g units (*)
Undamagedmodel
2 % * 600 &--- 2 B
7 0 108 m --- k B
7 w 6 Soo --- i s
12 0 89 5% --- $ P
12 w 78 550 --- $ P
18 0 85 m ~--- 2 6P
18 % n 450 --- $ ph
Damagedmom
2 m 100 & --- * dl
7 50 87 100 +--- 2 dl
tl.2 50 78 lCXI --- 2* dl
18 50 71 lCCI --- 2 dl
*IIIthis colum, the lettexsindicatethe follotingmoticm:
dl divedviolently- the mcdelstappedabruptlyin a nose~own attitudewithnnst of the
modelsubmerged
h ran smoothly- the mcdelmadea ve~ stablerun
P porpoiaed- the modelundulatedabcmtthe transverseaxiswith scmepert of the model
alwaysin contactwiththe water
s skipped- the modelreboundedfromthe water
“~Recommendedditching attitudeand flapsetting.
Remarks: Thisairplanecloselyreeembles.bcsnberQ. =me ditchingbehaviorof the models
WEB similar, but the higher lending speeds of bomber Q gave higher average decelerations.
.
,
.-
.
.
,., -— —--
.
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-19
SUhBi4RYOF M3DEL-DITOHINGDWISTIGATION OF FIGEI?ERA
[Model scale,$; exoss weight,I-2,L51 lb; center-of-gravity
1locatimq 23 percentM.A.C.;all values fuU. scale
Damsge simulatedby remmsl of -s (crosshatchedareas)
end inet.slhtionof crumpledparts (dottedareas).
&,
.,.,.,.,
,~–,, ft.,
Lending FI.sP Ialding Len@ Average MotLone of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal longitudinal
deg deg lolots ft deceleration, deceleration, ~y
g units g unite
Undamagedmodel
2 40 128 650 + 1 usdl
8 40 104 1,000 4 g ush
u o 118 900 6 ~2 Usp
3.2 40 * 700 2$ &2 usph
Damagedmciel
2 40 L28
I
w 5 1 ush
8 40 104 7cn 3 1?2 usph
t~ 40 9 m 2$ 1F huph
I
*Inthis columo,the lettersim5icats the followlngmotions:
dl dived tiolently- the model stoppedabruptlyIn a nose-downattitudewith mat of
the model submrged
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stablerun
P porpoised- the nmdel undulatedabout the transverseaxis wzlthBcme part of the nmdel
always in contactwith the water
s skipped- the mocielreboundedfran the water
trimnedup - the attitudeof tha model increasedwhile running in the water
+~eccxmendedditchingattitudeand flap setting.
Remarks: The undamagedmodel trimnedup and ski~ed violentlywhen it contactedthe water.
Simulationof daIIISgeinprovedthe ditchingbehaviorby reducingthe trting up and skLp@ng.
NACATN 3%6
TABLE 20
SUW4RY OF M3DEL-DITOHINGINVESTIGATIONOl?FIGETZRB
.
.
[Model scale,~; grossweight,25,000lb; center-of-gravity
1~ocation,22 percentM.A.C.;all valuesfull scale
Damage simlated by ranmvalof parts (crosshatchedareas)
and installationof crumpledparts (dottedareas).
+
:“.
...
...
:~. e,
~-..-to.t.j
Remarke: The jet engineslocatedbelow the fuselagedid not causedivingin this ti@.l-
lation,but a very high uBximumlongitudinaldecelerationwae obtainedat one condition. Simu-
lationof damagestoppedthe model frcm trimmingup.
..
Ialaing Flap Lending Length l.killmln Average Motionsof
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal longitudinal
aeg aeg koots n deceleration, deceleration,
model
g llllitB g units (*)
Unaanlaged.mdel
4 40 127 5Y . . @ St
8 0 139 1,150 5 i SP
8 40 111 ‘&Xl 1 Uh
12 0 m l,axl i
1
z BP
12 40 101 650 2 $ Uo
Dwm@ model
4 40 w 650 -. 1 Bp
o 139 600
t;
11 - 1; h
&o U 550 2
12
1 h
m
12 G
550 h
101 500 ; i h
*b thi8column,thelelitareindicatehe followingmotions:
h ran.%nOOthly-themoldMe a verystablefi
0 oscillated-themodeloscillatedabouthelongittinalorverticalxis
P poqpoimd - the model undulatedabout the transverseaxis with somepart of the model
alwaysin contactwith the water
skipped- the maiel reboundedfrcm the water.
: turnedsharply- the modelpivotedquicklyabout a verticalaxis
trimmedup - the attitudeof the mdel increasedwhile runningin the water
t~ec-ndd ditchingattitudeand ~p Setting.
.
.
.:
.
—
.
.
.-
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TAKa21
SUM4RY OF MODEL-D3ZKXCNGINWBTIGATION OF FIGHTER C
[M2del male, ~-, v OESwetght,9,706lb;center-af-gratity
1
location, 31 percent M.A.C.;d.1 values full scale
Damage simulatedby use of scale-strengthpJ@s (hatchedareas)
and removal of other parts (crosshatched=eas) .
i’k
f
:;
I Undamaged mcdel I
4 27 124 w 2 + Usp
8 27 107 1 1 Usp
U 27 97 ?% 2 1 up
,
Damaged mmlel
4 27 wk 203 9 * p%
8 27 107 1~ 10 * dl
t= 27 97 103 7 k dl
*h this column, the letters indicate the folhwi.ngmotions:
al dived violently - the model stopped abruptly in a nose-down attitude with most of
the model submerged
%2 dived.slight~ - the model stopped abmptly b a nose-dom attitude with the nose
of the mcdel submerged
P porpoised - the tiel undulated about the transverseaxis with sc%uepart of the
model always In contact wI* the water
s skipped - the model rebounded frcnnthe water
u trimned up - the attitude of the model increasedwhile running in the water
“tReccamended itching attitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The triuualngup snd diving of this mcdel was extremely severe. The pilot
should make sure that the safe~ harness is securely fastened in order to withstand the
decelerations.
38 NACATN 3946
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!MELE22
SUMMARY OF MODEL.DlZl!CHINf3INVESTIGATIONOF FIGRPER D
[ Moiel scale,&; grOSSWSi&ht,22,830lb; center-of-gravity
1location,12 percent .M.A.C.;all values full scale
Damge dmulated by removal of parts (crosshatchedareas)
and tistallatlonof crumpledparts (dottedareas).
w
d
L=ding Ailavator Landing Len@h Averagelongitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal
deg deg knots ft deceleration, deceleration,g tits g Ulllta
T
U*ged model
18 -20 131 940 -- 1 us
23
-30 1.17 870 2. $ 8P
28 -40 1(% 720 1$ h 8P
Damaged mcdel
18 -20 131 60Q -- 1$ us
23
-30 117 540 g 1 EP
28 -40 106 WO +2 1 P
*In this column, the lettersindicatethefollowingmctions:
P yorpoisad- themxlelundulatedabout the transverseaxis with some partofthe
modelalwaysincontactwith the water
s skipped - the model reboundedfrom the wwter
u trinlmd up - the attitude of the model increasedwhile running in the water
.
.
.
Remarks: The airpl.emecen lend at extremelyhigh attitudesand shculd be ditched at
the lowest speed and highest attitude conslstantwith adequate control.
-
.
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SUMMARYOF M2DEG-D~(3 RiVE9TIGATIDNOF FIGE!?ERE
—
[ Mdel male ~., my @Jss weight,13,311 lb; center-of-gravity
location, 22 percentM.A.C.; all values full scale
1
_ E-M by imtal.lationof czumpledpFU% (dottedarea).
&c
..---”35*7 *te
y-...--7*t..j
[.]
.J
Flap = Length
Average
longitudulal. MotionB of
attitude, Betting, of run, longitudinal
&g deg deceleration, deceleraticm,
nnxlel
knots ft g units g tits (*)
U-cd lllcdel
k 38 132 300 8 ~$ dl
9 38 109 800 1 ~2 h
14 0 113 7ca 2$ 1 ps
14 38 98 653 1$ &2 h
~ -1
4 38 132 203 7$ 4 dl
9 38 log 600 3 1 h
I-14 38 98 W 3 ~2 h
*h this column, the lettersindicatethe followingnotione:
dl dived tiolently- the model stoppedabruptlyin a nose-downattitudewith mst of
model sulmerged
h ran amcothly- the mcdel made a very stibleruu
the
P papoi,%ed- the Mel undulatedabout the transv=se axis with sane part of the cdel
always in contactwtth the water
Bkipped- the mcklelreboundedfran the water
t~ec~nded ditchingattitudeand flap eetthg.
Remarks : Extreme care shouldbe taken to avoid the violentdive at the low attitude. The
tanks uuder the w%ng shouldbe jettisonedbefore ditching.
.
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TABLE 2.4
SUMMARYOF h$3DEL-D!ZICHINGINVESTIGATIONOF FIGECERF
[ ~; grOESweight,12,100lb; center-of-gravity
- ‘tie’ 10,
1location,27 percentM.A.C.; all values full scale
(a) Withouthydroflap..
Denage sin.ulatedby inet.ellatlonof crumpledpart (dottederas).
r \
-+7!!5=+
v ~ 35.3 ft. 1
Landing Flap Landing Length Maximunl Average Motionsof
attitude, setting, speed, of run, longitudinal blgituainal
deg deceleration,
model.
deg knots ft deceleration,
g l.ulits (*)g unitE
Un_d model
4 Inboard 20Outboard55 133 740 5 1 BP
8 Inboard 20Outboard55 115 760 3 1 BP
12 Inboerd 20OutbosxdB 102 590 2 1 SP
Dsmagedmodel
4 Inboard 2UOutboard55 133 760 5 1 8P
8 Inboard 20Outbcmxd55 115 685 3 1 8P
t~ Inboard m lo2 700 2 1Outhcard55 5 Bp
*In this column.the lettersindicatethe followinamotions:
P porpoisei- the model undulatedabout the ~ansverse axis with scme part of the model
always In contactwith the water
s skipped- the model reboundedfrom the water
tRec-tid ditchingattitudeand flap Setting.
RemarkE: This model made rather long runs with severeskipping.
.
—
.—
—
.
—
.
w.
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TAIU 24.- Concluded
SUMMARY CF MODELD121UIHNG -TIGATION
(b) With hydrof lap.
Damage same .aBshown on
at angle of 30°to
three-view aketch. Soeed brake
thrust line) used as &droflap.
(open
Landing Flap Landing Length
Maxhlum Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration,
deg
deceleration,
deg
model
knots ft g units g units (*)
8 Inboaxd20 115 765 2 1 BP
Outboard55
t= Inboard20 102 5s’5 2 1 psp
outboard55
*
In this column, the letters indicate the foUowing motions:
P porpoised - the model undulated about the transverse axis with qcme part of
the model always in contact with the water
skipped - the model rebounded fra the water .
tsRecommended dit6hing attitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The severity of the skipping was reduced by using the hydroflap.
.
NACA TN 3946
ammww w MODELDIKXRTG ti~IaTION OF FIGHTERG
.
.
M~el scalej$; &ToesWei@ltj14,900lb; center-of-gravity
location,28 percentM.A.C.; all valuesfull scale]
Damage simulatedby removalof paxts (crosshatchedareas).
l—————— 37.5 i-t.-+ b
Landing Flap Landing Length
Maximum Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motionsof
attitude, setting, speed, of run,
deg
deceleration, deceleration,
deg kllOtB f%
model
g units g Lullts (*)
Undemagedmodel
5 37 100 250 6 2 s
9 0 115” 250 --- 25 b
9 37 88 2CX3 4 + 60
13 0 100 250 8 2 b
13 37 79 200 --- + s
Demagedmodel
2 37 1.L3 103 ---
*
s d2
5 37 100 200 --- 2 s
tg 37 88 2.Cn ---- $ .9
tpj 37 79 ao --- 1 s
I
.-
“In this column,the lettersindicate the following motions:
b ran deeply- the model settleddeeplyinto the water with littlechangein
attitude
d2 dived slightly- the model stoppedabruptlyIn a nose-downattitudewith the
nose of the model submerged
o oscillated- the model oscillatedabout the longitudinalor verticalaxis
s Wipped
- the model reboundedfrus the water
‘Recommended~itchingattitudeand flap eetting.
Remarks: The landingspeedwas the most Importantvariableeffectingperformance
of this airplane. At high speeds,the highestdecelerationand the most violentbehaviore
were encountered.A tail-downattitude(from9° to 13?) is reccqmnended.
—
.
.
._:
—
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TABLE26
0U4MARYW 14)DELDlTCHINUINVESI!IQATIONOP TRMSKRC A
[Model”acale”O.04j;gross weight,~C),000lb; center-af-gratity
location, 26 percent M.A. C.; all values full scale]
-e Stited bY =8J.e-strengbhP-S (hatChad ma)
and scale-stren@h Mcelle struts.
~ 130 ft.-l
I
Landing Flap Lending Len@h
Average
longitudhal. longitudinal Motlmm of
attitude, setting, amedj of nln, deceleration,
deg deg
deceleration, tiel
Iolots ft g LLUitB g uuite (*)
Undemagedmc.ielwithscale-Btrengthnacellestruts
6 0 146 1,100 a~ 1 sb
6. 50 m 1,040 2$ h
9 0 =7 l,@tl 2* : h
9 .YJ lo4 w 1$ ~ h
1.2 0 U9 89 + ~ h
12 50 103 640 2 &2 h
_ed IUOdelwith male-strengthnacellestruts
6 0 146 700 6$ 1$ b
6 50 113 450 6 1* h
9 0 =7 w 5~ 1~ h
9 %J lok 420 5 1 h
12 0 Ug 4-80 6$ + h
tu 50 m 470 3 1 h
% thiscolumn,the Letterefndicatethe followingmotione:
b ran deeply- themdel settleddeeplyintothe waterwithllttlechangein
ettltude
h ran emooth3y- the tiel mede E very stable run
skipped - the mc.ielrebouuded fran the water
tlec~tied ditching attitude ad fkp =ttillg.
RanLwks: W or more of the mecelles were frequently torn off in a WkMng but had
little or no effect on behavior.
TAME q ‘“
SU4MARYOF MODEL-DITCHINGINVESTIGATION~ TRANSPORTB
[
1
—; grosswi@t, 83,COO lbj center-of-gravity
‘Odel ‘*e ‘ 18
location,5 percentM.A.C.; all values full scale1
(a) Withoutcargo containeror hydro-ski.
Demage simulatedby use of scale-strengthparts (hatchedereaa)
.md removalof otherparts (crosshatchedareas).
NACATN 3946
—
.123 ft.
-i
I n n I
—
Lading Flap
Maximum Average
Landing Length longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration,
deg
deceleratIon,
deg
model
knots ft g units g units (*)
Unfwnagedmcdel
4 0 U/3 m 6 1. sh
4 40 91 So 4 + %2.
9 0 115 6m 2 1 Ull
9 40 79 400 4 i b
E 102 602 1 1
4:
h
12 * m 3 1 b
Damagedmodel“:: .
40 91 200 4
t;
2 ~ d2
40 79 350 3 1 b d2
r2 40 74 230 4 1 hb
*In this column,the lettersindicatethe followingmotions:
b ran deeply - the model eettleddeeply into the water with little changein
attitude
d2 dived sllghtly- the model stoppedabrupt~ in a nose-downattitudewith the
nose of the model submerged —
h ran smoothly- the model made a very Btablsrun
s Bkipped- the model reboundedfrom the water
-u trimmed up - the attitude of the model increaBed while running in the water
T
Recommendedditchingattitudeend flap setting.
Remake: The fuselagewill probablybe demagedti leek substantially.
.
.—
.
—
..—
--
.
*
.
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Mm 27..cont~~=d
8U@@RYOFMOlX3L—DIZK!KUKllWl?=IMIONCIF‘I!RMWPOKllB
[Grossweightora~rplmwPIUScargo.on~ainer,93,000lb;
allvaluesfullscale]
(b)Withcargocontainer.
Mtielundamaged.Scale-s&engthcargocontainer(hatched
area)attachedasindicated.
T w, 9.S.2ft.
.
*
Maximum Average
Landing Flap Landing Length longitudinal longitudinal MotionB of
attitude, settIng, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration, model
deg deg hots f-t g units g Units (*)
4 40 95 650 -- + h d2
tg 40 85 Wo + $ hb
12 40 78 ~o 2 1 hb
*In this column, the letters indicatethe followingmotiona:
b ran deeply - the ndel settled deeply into the &er with little change in
attltude
d2 dived slightly - the model stopped abruptly in a nose-down attitude with the
nose of the model submerged
h ran smoothly - the model made a very stable run
-t
‘Reccnnmendeditchtng attitude and flap setting.
Remarks: The bottom of the cargo containerwas damaged considerablyand evidently
absorbed sane of the landing loads. The decelerationswere lass and the behavior of the
model was more favorable. The cargo containeralso protected the fuselage bottan.
.
.
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TABm 27.-Concluded- .-
SWY ~ MODEL-DITCHINGVES!21GM!210NOFTRANSPO~B
(c) With
No damage simulated.
ly-dro-ski .
Skl aa shown,
-9
1- 95.2 ft. 4
—
..
.-
—.
--
Landing Flap Iandlng Length
Maxilntml Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration, model
cieg deg knots ft g units g units (*)
4 40 91 1,220
* $ h
9 40 79 720 ~--- 2
hp
*
In this column, the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stable run
P porpoiaed - the model undulatedabout the trarmveraeaxis with some part of the
model always in contactwith the water
Remarks: The ditchingbehavior with the hydro-skiwas very good. It is possible that
criticaldamage can be eliminatedfrom ditchingsby using a“hydro-sklditchinggear, thus
greatly Increasingthe chances of survivaland rescue. “ .-
.
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Em4MmY cm
[Mcdelm.ele,
TABI.E28
k$)DEbDIWHINGWJESCIOATICWOP TRANSPCELTC
*; =OSS =Wtj 43,5CX3lb; ceuter-of-gravity
.
bcatim,‘i!2wceutM.A.C.; tiVdWS ~ Ed]
Dmmw ~-ted by ose of sc.sle-strengthparts(batchede=eae)
removalof otherparts(crosshatchedareas).
dl—-m., ft.-l
Iadlng FleP I.auding Length Maxilmml Averagelomgitudime.1 lcmgltudinal Motioua of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleratlcm, wd.el
deg aeg knots ft g units g units (*)
Un&meged &l
1 0 U5A 8% k + uh
1 39 loo 330 5 + uh
5 0 122 650 3 1 uh
5 39 88 m + 1 h
9 0 w 603 % 1 h
9 39 82 400 1 $ h
Demagedmodel
5 0 1.22 *O 8 + hb
5 39 m w +2 1
h
9 0 10 y20 6 1$ h
t~ 39 82 3ca 3 1 h
*Inthiscolumn,the letters indicate the follwlug motione:
b ram deeply - the mdel settled deeply into the water with little change in
attituie
h rem smoothly - the m.xlel me.dea very stable run
the attitude of the model increesed while running h the weter
‘;ec~ti7ti~h-& attitude amd flap setting.
Remedc3: The lmdiug flaps were an Importatfactor Iu the dltcbimg behevior of thie
model. Failure of the ecde-streogth flaps wee simulated by the flapc rotatlmg up or
being torn frcm the m@iel. When the flaps rotated up; the mcdel dived; M *U the flaps
were toru away, the model performed as indicated abave. .
.
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TABLE 29
SU4MARY OF MODEL-DITOHINGINVE81?IW?IONLIT’TRANSPORT D
.
. .
[
.J
Model scale,~; gross weight, 50,000 lb; center-of-gravity15
“1location, 25 percent M.A.C.; all valws full scale
Dmagesimulatedby remwal of ~rtS (crosshatchedareas).
T
Landing Flap Landing Iength
Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
.attitude, Bettlug, speed, of run,
deg
deceleration, deceleration,
deg knots
model
ft g units g units (*)
t
—
.
Undamagedmodel
2 40 109 700 1 1 uBp
7 90 300 2
E
1 ub
12 78 350 1 1 Ub
\
Damaged model .”-
2 40 109 450 + 1 Ub
t~
40 350 2. 1 b
40 $ 300 1 1 b
*In this column,the letters indicatethe followingrnatlona:
.
b ran deeply - the model settled deeply into the water with little change in
attitude
—
—
P porpoiaed - the model undulatedabout the tr~verse axis with some part of the
model always in contactwith the titer
8 skipped - the model reboundedfrom the water
u trimmed up - the attitude of the model Increaaedwhile running in the water
Remarks: The undmaged model trimmed up considerablywhen it contactedthe water.
Damage to the fpaelagebottcnzgreatl.yreduced the trimzingup and caueed the cargo com-
partment to flood rapidly, end thue to become a very hazardoue ditching station.
w NACA ‘1’N3946
mm 30
SU4MARY OF MODEkD~HING INVESTIGATIONOF TRANSPORT E
[Model scale, 1.~, gross weight, 44,000 lb; center-of-gravity
1location, 22 percent M.A.C.; all values fulllscale
-e s-ted by scale-stren@h parts (hatchedareas).
49
Landing Flap Landing Length
Average
longitudinal longitudinal Moti.oneof
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration,
deg deg
model
knots ft g units g units (*)
Undamagedmodel
4 45 80 385 -- $ us
9 45 71 350 -- ; uh
14 45 65 350 -- ~ Ull
Dameged model
4 45 80 433 2
+
Sp
9 45 n 450 + ~ h
t~I+ 45 65 415 1 1?2 P
*
In this column, the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
h ran smoothly - the mdel made a very stable run
P porpoised - the mcdel undulated about the transverseaxis with saue pert of the
model always in contact with the water
s skipped - the mcdel rebounded frau the water
u trinvnedup - the attitude of the mcdel increasedtile running in the water
.
‘Recamnendedditching attitude and fkp setting.
Remarks: The fuselage bottan will probably be damaged and the fuselage will fill with
water and sink to the ting level.
.
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TABLE31
SE4MARYW MODEL-DITK!RINGINTESTIQATICNCIFTFANRPORTF
[Model scale 1 0> X$ gross ~i@t> 1~, Oi)Olb~ center-of-gravity
1location, 27 percent M.A.C.; all values full scale
Demage shulated by use of scale-strengthparts (hatchedaas).
n
c
“1
landing Flap landing Length
Average
longitudinal longitudinal
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration,
deg deg knots 1% g units g units
2
7
7
).2
v
40
0
40
0
40
2 40
t7 40
12 40
109
157
$
123
91
Undamagedmodel
Motions of
model
(*)
no 2 15 Uh
1,150 2 1 uh
800 1 $ Uh
90J 2 $ h
700 + $ h
Damagedmodel
lq3 550 4 1 h
96 500 2$ 1 h
91 ylo 1+ 1 P
*In this column,the lettersindicatethe foIlowinp~motions:
h ran smoothly- the model made a very“stablerun
P porpolsed - the model undulatedabout the tr&sverse axis with scme part Of the
model always in contacttith the water
u trtied up - the attitudeof the model increasedwhile runningin the water
tRec_ended ~tching attitudeand flap setting.
Remarks: The large clamshelldoors in the nose of ~his airplaneend the unusual shape
of the fuselagebottcm fo~d of the wing were of partj.culerinterest. With the scal.e-
.strengthparts installed,only slightdamage occurredto the clamshelldoorsand .sf%fuee-
I.age bottom,but considerabledamagew sustainedby the region just faward of the wing.
However,the high locationof the nwin floor shouldprovideadequateditchingstations.
.
—
.
.—
—
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SLMMARY OF
[il . . scale,
TAKLE 32
MODEL-DITCHINGINVES1.’I&YlIIONOF TRANSPORT G
1
~; = 088 weight, 35,123 lb; center-of-~avity
location,-jl percent M.A.C.; dl values full scale~
-e shulated by use of scale-strengthparts (hatchedareas)
and removal of other parts (crosshatchedareas).
%J
I
Ianding Flap Landing Length Averagelongitudinal longit~ Motions Of
attitude, aettlng, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration, mdeldeg &g hots ft g units g units (*)
I Undamagedmeiel
o 55 64 150 + 1 %
4 0 102 XKl 5 + f
4 55 a 200 2 1 d2
8 0 87 1% 4 2 dl
8 55 56 150 2 1 %2
Damaged model
o 55 64 150 4 1 dl
55 60 150 2 1
t: 55 56 150 2 1 2
*Inthis colmn, the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
dl dived violently - the model stop@d abruptly in a nose-down attitude with most
of the model submerged
d2 dived slightly - the model stopped abruptly in a nose-down attitude with the
nose of the model submerged
f fIipped wer - the model rotated atiut the transverse bs and stopped in an
invertedposition
TRecamnendedditching attitude end flap setting.
Remarks: The fixed landing gear on this model caused diving and fIlpping over. When
the gear was removed the model either ran smoothly or skipped and pcmpoised.
NACATN 3946
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T/mu%33
HUMMARYOFMODEL-DITCHIWORWZSI?IOATIONF TWXSB2R.TH
.—
.
[MmieIlSCflb, —o&, groe.s weight , ~5,~0 D; ‘center-of-gavity
location,25percentM.A.c.j m“ valtis full scale]
Denwgesimulatedby use of scale-strengthparts(hatchedareas).
9’/
(a) Without hyiroflap.
~
landing Flap Landing Ian@h MexhUn Averagelongitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, aped, of run, deceleraticm:
deg deg
deceleration, model
knOtB ft g units g units (*)
Undmnagedmaid
1 4P 120 1,270 2 * hsh
5 0 U5 1,400 + 1 80
5 45 IJ.o 690 + 1 uh
10 0 lyr 1,490 * * B
10 45 102 m + * uh
Demaged model
1 b~ 3.20 570 2 1 buh
5 0 S55 810 5 1* d2uh
5 4P llo 58o 3 1 buh
10 0 137 740 $ 1 d2uh
Tlo 43 102 5T0 3 1 buh
*
In this column,the letters indicatethe followlngmotiorw:
b rm deeply- themcdelsettleddeeply into the water with little change in
attittie
d2 dived slightly- the model stuppedabruptlyfn a nOse-d~ attit~e ~th the
nose of th model submerged
h ran amcothly- the model made a very stable mm’
0 cmcillated- the model oscil&ted about the longitudinalor verticalaxis
B skipped- the model reboundedfrcm the water
.U trlmnedup - theattitudeof themodelincreasedwhile-ing inthewater
T
Recommendedditchingattitudeand flap eetting.
R-b : Withscale-strengthfuselagebottaue in6%alled,the mcdel had a temiency
to dive during the first part of the ditchingrun, but recoveredand ra smoothly. The
landing-gearnacellesdid not affecttheditchingbehavior. The fusehge iB lfkl.ytO
flocal.rapidlyand sink to the level of the wing.
—
—
,-.
. ..”
.
-
—
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TABIE33.- Concluded
MO-DITCHING INVESTIGATIONOF ~ H
(b) With hydroflap.
Damage same as shown in three-view sketch. Hydroflap .ssindicated.
Landing Flap knd~ Length
Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions Of
attitude, settlug, s-d, of run, deceleration, deceleration,
deg
model
deg knots ft g units g units (*)
5 45 llo 65XI 2 1 h
t10 45 lo2 6U + 1 P
*In this column, the letters indicate the follodng nmtione:
h ran amcothly - the model made a very stable rum
P porpoised - the mcxielundulated about the transverseaxis tith some paxt of
the model always in contact tith the water
tReccamendedditching attitude and flap setting.
Remaxke: The hydrofl.apstop~d the tendency to dive and decreasedthe amount of damage
to the scale-strengthsections.
.
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TABLE34
EKMMARY OF MODEL-DITCHINGINVESTIGATION(1?TRANSPORT I
[Model scale,~; =Oss *i&tj 7.2jQQQlb; ““center-of-pavity
1
location,28 percentM.A.C.; all value% full scale
(a) Without hydro-skis.
Damage simulatedby use of scale-stren@h parts (hatchedareas)
and removal of other parts (crossha~chedareas).
*4
mamg Y&p
I
hno.lr
attitude, setting, speed,
deg deg
. . i -. i- ..g ~@h -hum Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
of run, deceleration, deceleration, model
knots ft g units g units (*)
Undamagedmadel
2 50 98 650 2 * h
7 50 87 600 1 $ h
K 50 79 450
11
z’ –.” * h
—
—
-.
.
Damaged model
.-
7 50 87 200 6 112 b
TM 50 79 250 ~ 1 b
*
In this column,the letters indicatethe followingmotions:
b ran deeply - the model settled deeply Int”othe water with little change in
attItude
—
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stable m-in .-
‘Recommended ditchingattitude and flap setting.
Remrks : The daWge sustainedby the scale-strengthsectionswaa not severe in calm
water ditchings.
.
.
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TABLE 34.- Concluded
SU4MARY OF MODELDD?CHING INVESl?IGAl?I~
(b) With
No damage aimolated.
T
OF TRANSPORT I
hydro-sk.is .
Hydro-skisas indicated.
Landing Flap L+mding Length
Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions Ot
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleration, deceleration,
deg deg
model
hots ft g units g units (*)
2 50 S5” 1,Wo --- $ h
7 50 88 no --- ~2
h
*
In this column, the letters indicate the followingmotions:
h ran smoothly - the model made a very stable run
Remarks: The ditchingbehavior with the hydro-skis was very good. It is passible
that critical damage can be eliminatedfran ditchingsby using a hydro-ski ditching gear,
emd thus the chances of survival sad reecue would be increased.
.
.
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sUMMARY OF
[Model scale,
location,
TABLE35 :-
MODEL-DJTCEUNGINVESTIGATIONOF TRANSPORTJ
$; gross might, &,000 lb; center-of-gravity
—
-V
28 percentM.A.C.; .s11Valtis full SC* I
-1
Damage simulatedby use of scale-strength”ptis (hatchedareas)
and removel of other parts (crosshatchedareas).
~ *4
.
.-
.-
—
.
.—
=]”” “--””
006; *00 .:
Landing Flap Iandlng Length
Maximum Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of.run,
deg
deceleration,
deg knots ft
deceleration, model
g unite-. g units (*)
Undemagedmodel .
2 yo 106 Too 3 $ h
7 50 94 600 1 * h
3.2 0 109 550 2 1 h
12 50 85 450 1$ & h
Demagedmodel
7 ’50 94 250 5 + b
t~ 50 85 250 ~ +. b
*In this column, the letters Indicatethe fdlo~ motions:
b ran deeply - the model settled deeply into the water with llttle change in
attitude
h ran smothly - the model made a very stable run “- ““”- ‘“—. -... .—
‘Recommendedditching attitudeand flap setting. ::
Remarks: The damage sustainedby the scale-strengthsectionswas hot severe in calm
water ditchings.
— —
.
*.
.
.
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TABLE 36
SIMMAEYOF MODEL-DmINO INKE%IZGATIONCWTRANSPORTK
center-of-gravity[ Mcdel scale,&; =~sstight, 160,033~;
locatlon,40 percent M.A.C.; all values fdl SC-]
Damage simulatedby use of scale-stren@h parts (hatchedareas)
end removalof other parts (crosshatchedareas).
&4
Landing Flap Landing Length
Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run, deceleratIon,
deg deg bats
deceleration,
ft g Units g units w
Undamagedmodel
1 45 % 450 1 1 uh
5 0 115 8CK3 2
& h
3 45 ?9 450 $ ; Uh
9 0
*.
600 1 $ h
9 45 72 450 1 4 h
Damagedmodel
1 45 w 300 + 1 b
t5 45 79 300 2 1 bh
9 45 72 303 2 1 b
*In this column,the letters Indicatethe followingmotions:
b ran deeply - the model settleddaeply into the water tith llttle change in
attitude
h A smoothly- the model made a very stablerun
u trfzmedup - the attitudeof the model increasedwhile running in the water
Re~ks: The 8cele-6trengthsectionsdid not sustainsevere damage. Most damage
usually occurrednear the part of the fuselagethat contactedthe water flret. It is
likelythat the cargo floor wU.1 not fail end that the interiorof the ai@Lane will be
relativelysefe in a ditching.
NACATN 3946
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.- TABLE37
,-
.
SUMMPRY OF MODEL-D~HING INVESTIGATIONOF TBANSPORTL
1Model scale) ~; ~OSS weightj 130,000 lb; center-of-gravity
1
location,~ percentM.A.C.; all values full scale
Damage simulatedbyuee of scale-strengthpqrts (hatchedareas)
and removal of other parts (crosshatchedareas).
T d“”-I—noft.d -
Landing F&p Iamding Ien@h
Maxinlum Average
longitudinal longitudinal Motions of
attitude, setting, speed, of run,
deg
deceleration, deceleration, model
deg knots ft g units g units (*)
Undamagedmodel
45 log 650 2
2
1 uh
45 102 5CK) 2 1 llh
9 129 8Q0
4;
3 1 UP
9 97 450 2 1 Uoh
Damaged model
3 45 109 400 3 1$ h
t6 45 102 400 4- 1
9 45
ph
97 350 4 1 bh
*In this column,the letters indicatethe followi~ motions:
b ran deeply - the model settle~ deeply into the water with little change in
attitude
h ran smoothly- the model made a very stable riui
o oscillated- the model oscillatedabout the longitudinalor vertical axis
P porpoised - the model undulatedabout the transverseaxis tith some part of the
model always in contact with the water
u trimmed up - the attitude of the model incr~~sedwhile runn@ in the water
%lecommnded ditching attitude.@ flap setting. .
—
.-
—
.
Remarks: The sc=le-strengthsectionssustaineddtige. The lower compartmentof this
airplanewI1l probablY fill with water. However, the strong caxgo floor should provide pro-
—
tection for the upper deck end the low wing should provide enough buoyancy to give personnel
time to escape.
--
.—
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